March 13, 2019
Dear University of Hawaiʻi President David Lassner,
As Kānaka ʻŌiwi living in the Northeast of what is currently the United States, we support the
efforts of our ʻohana back in Hawaiʻi to protect Mauna a Wākea from further desecration. As an
institution that claims to be a Hawaiian place of learning, the University of Hawaiʻi must respect
the right of Kānaka Maoli to protect the sacred mountain which is a site of delicate ecological
systems and several akua. While the university and TMT supporters claim to be continuing the
voyaging traditions of our kūpuna, today’s Kānaka Maoli and their allies know that star
navigation and Pacific exploration does not require - and is antithetical to - environmental
destruction, and should respect rather than displace non-human beings and the akua who they
embody. By claiming to know better than Kānaka Maoli aloha ʻāina how to continue Native
Pacific cultural tradition, non-Native scientists at the university show that they are more
interested in replacing Kānaka Maoli as the stewards of Mauna a Wākea than they are in
listening to people with thousands of years of traditional ecological knowledge and collaborating
in proper stewardship with us.
As Kānaka ʻŌiwi who have traveled far and wide to learn at educational institutions upon other
Indigenous lands, we have shown our commitments to the pursuit of knowledge. As haumāna
and as kumu, we understand that respectful relationships with the earth facilitate learning about
the worlds around us. The Thirty-Meter Telescope, by clearing ecologically delicate lands atop
an aquifer, increasing heavy traffic up and down the mountain environment, and limiting Kānaka
access to cultural practices on the mountain, will truncate - not advance - studies of Hawaiʻi’s
beautiful landscape. Kiaʻi and their allies are not against science or knowledge; they stand
against unethical scientific practice. We hope that the University of Hawaiʻi can halt its
participation in a long history of educational institutions abusing their positions of power over
vulnerable communities. On Saturday, March 9th, a group of over 60 students, faculty, and
community members attending or living around Brown University and other institutions in the
area gathered to discuss the desecration on Mauna a Wākea, and stand in solidarity with the
fifteen other groups at educational institutions organizing to protect it.
Kānaka ʻŌiwi living in the Northeast and their allies signed below ask that the university display
its commitments to Kānaka Maoli rights to their sacred lands and their spirituality, to the earth
and its future generations, and to an ethical and sustainable pursuit of knowledge by halting its
participation in the Thirty Meter Telescope project.
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